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MIXING PROPERTIES OF SANIDINE
CRYSTALLINE SOLUTIONS:
IV. PHASE DIAGRAMS

FROM EQUATIONS OF STATE1

D. R. Wer-oBAUMANDJ. B. TuolresoN, Jn., Depart1nentof GeologicalSciences,H arvard U niaersity, Cambriilge, M assachusetts 02 138 ABSTRACT
Phase diagrams involving alkali feldspars in the model system SiOrNaAlOrKAlOrAlroj
have been calcuiated using a pretiminary forrnulation of the mixing properties of sanidine
crystalline solutions presented in Part III of this series The mixing properties so obtained
permit calculation oi the two-feldspar coexistence surface as a function of pressure and
temperature in tbe sub-system NaAISi:Oa-KAlSiBO8.
Provisional values of the mixing parameters for NaAlSirOs-KAISLO8 liquids at one
atmosphere may then be calculated from the minimum melting temperature and composition given by Schairer (1950). From these in turn we obtain preliminary estimates of the
solidus for Na-rich compositions and the (metastable) solidus and liquidus in the composition range where alkali feldspar melts to leucite and a liquid displaced toward SiOz from the
feldspar join.
The efiect of the component KAlSirOs on equilibria between alkali feldspars, jadeite,
and quartz has also been calculated tentatively for temperatures up to 1300' C and 32 kbar.
The calculated four-phase equilibrium between quartz, jadeite, and two alkali feldspars
intersects the line of critical solution at about 26kbar, and terminates there at a critical
end-point.

IurnorucrroN
In the precedingpapersof this series(Thompson and Waldbaum, 1968,
1969;Waldbaum and Thompson, 1968)we have been concernedwith the
derivation of thermodynamic mixing properties of high-temperature alkali feldsparsfrom various kinds of experimentaldata and have obtained
therefrom some tentative analytic formulations, summarizedin Part III
(Thompson and Waldbaum, 1969, Table 6), for the various thermodynamic excessfunctions. It is our purpose here to demonstratehow such
analytic formulations may be usedto calculatephasediagramsof several
different kinds for several different types of equilibria involving sanidine
crystalline solutions and other phases. The calculated diagrams are of
coursebasedon experimentaldata, someof which is in the f orm of phase
diagrams, hence we may regard the calculated diagrams below as a
smoothing of pre-existingdata in such a way that it must be internally
consistent,and in a way that provides a reasonableextrapolationto conditions which are difficult or impractical to explore in the laboratory.
It is not at all our intention to suggestthat experimentalstudies can
I Published under the auspices of the Committee on Experimental Geology and Geophysics of Harvard University Preliminary results ol this study reported by Waldbaum
(1966), Thompson and Waldbaum (1967), and Waldbaum (1969)
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now be abandoned in favor of calculated phase diagrams, inasmuch as
further empirical studies are needed to obtain improved equations of
state and to test the validity of subsequentextrapolationsoutside the
range of the original data. However, the task of studying phase equilibria
in mineral svstemsat different temperatures and pressurescan be greatly
simplified bv utilizing a few carefully chosen sets of experimental data
rather than determining phasediagrams directly for all temperatures and
pressuresof possibleinterest. The use of an analytic formulation that
obeys the constraintsof an equation of state to obtain smoothedphase
diagrams also assuresthe correct geometricalrelations between stable
and metastablephaseboundaries.To the extent that such a formulation
approximatesthe true equation of state, it provides a quantitative basis
for evaluatinga.mineralassemblage
as an equilibrium (whether it be partial or complete equilibrium) or non-equilibrium assemblageunder a
givenset o[ conditions.
The calculations below are based on a tentative formulation of the excess thermodvnamic properties of sanidine crystalline solutions as obtained in Part III from two-phase data for high-temperature alkali
feldsparssynthesizedfrom peralkalinestarting materials.As discussedin
Part III (p. 000),from comparisonwith data from exchangeexperiments,
the excessGibbs energy of mixing for high-temperature, monoclinic alkali
feldsparsis probably somewhatgreater than is indicated by the formulation based only on two-phasedata. Although other formulations would
serve as well for the illustrative calculations and diagrams below, the one
selectedhas the advantageof simplicity, and is consistentwith the data
of greatestgeologicinterest.
We shall then write for the molar excessGibbs energy:2

- 4.63zrr)JrA';
G..(p,T) : (6326.7
+ 0.0g2sp
(1)
+ (767r.8
+ 0.r12rP- 3.8565r).^r,1'/?
where Z is temperature(oK), P denotespressure(bars) and 1[r and 1f2are
the mole fracticns of the componentsNaAlSiaOgand KAISLO8, respectively. The numerical coefficients(Margules parameters) are based on
data ranging from 500 to 700oCand from 2 to l0 kbar. Computations
within this temperatureand pressurerange are subject to the restriction
that the Margules parametersare no more reliablethan the data used to
obtain them, and are essentiallya partly statistical and partly interpretative smoothing of these data (seedetailed discussionin Part III).
2 Enough significant figures in the coefficients are given in order to avoid roundoff
error in computations, and their number is in no way an index of the precision or accuracy
of the values (see Part III)
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Computations outside this range must thus be regarded as a consistent
extrapolation of these data, and of our interpretation of them. The numerical values in (1) are likely to change as new data are obtained (internal Al-Si ordering, for example, is not yet taken into account), but the
results given here must be qualitatively like the correct ones and quantitatively not far off the mark.
Equation (1), as discussedin Part III of this series,has valuesselected
(within the uncertainty of the data and its interpretation) so that the
critical phaseslie on a straight line in P-T-I{ space,and have a constant
composition. For this special case all isobaric sections of the calculated
binodal and spinodal surfacesare identical in terms oI T/7" and lrl (Table
1, and Figure 13 of Part III).
Even if the values of the coefficientsin (1) and (2) could be regarded as
substantially correct for sanidine, the equilibria calculated below must in
part be metastable with respect to equilibria involving triclinic feldspars
or monoclinic feldspars with a higher degree of ordering between the Tr
and Tz tetrahedral sites than is found in sanidine (see Thompson, 1969,
p.352-363).
Mrxrnc PnopnnrrBs
The molar internal energy (E), volume (7), and entropy (S) of mixing
of sanidine solutions as implied by (1) are
E*r* : E.* -- 6326.7nrrr'r;+ 7671.81{rl.'lcal mole-'

(2a)

T^i* : T.* : 0.092!Mr1'r; + o.lr2rl{rNl

(2b)

cal bar-t mole-'

S*,* :,s"* * s,o"u,: 4.6321ry1r'r;
+ 3.8565l/r,lili
Sia".r :

-

R(1/, In 1/r *

A'z ln 1[z) cal deg-t -ole-t

(2c)

-

R(Iv-r In 1[r *

1[z ln ]y':) cal deg-t mole-t

(2d)

where R is the gas constant (I.98726 cal degt mole-r). Mixing properties
calculated from (2a, b, c) are plotted in Figure 1 for 650'C and 10 kbar as
light solid lines. The entropy of mixing at the equimolar composition
given by (2c) is approximately twice that for an ideal solution (dashed
line). The summation of these three mixing properties, as given by (1)
is shown as a heavy solid line, which has regions of both positive and
negative curvature indicating that a two-phaseregion must be present in
the phase diagram at this temperature and pressure. The points of
double-tangencyto the curve (binodal points) are at 1/s:0.0856 and
l{z:O.7I04, and the points of inflection (spinodal points) are at Nz
:O.1773 and Arz:0.5571. Although the excessfunctions given by (2) do
not appear to be markedly asymmetric, their sum in Figure 1 leads to a
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F'rc. 1. Mixing properties of sanidine solutions at 650'C and 10 kbar' Heavy solid line
indicates summation oI PV.*, ?(Sra*rfS"J,
and E'. Dashed line represents ?Sia"'t'
Referencestate is mechanical mixture of oure end-member phasesat 650"C and 10 kbar.

highly asymmetric curve in G-i*. The asymmetry in the excessproperties
is better illustrated by the trace of the rectilinear diameter (r.d.), that is,
the mean composition of the coexisting phasesas shown in Figure 2; and
in the relative activities of NaAlSisOsand KAISLO3 as plotted in Figure 3.
It is apparent from Figure 1 that the contribution of the excessvolume
of mixing to the Gibbs energy is not negligible, as suggestedby Perchuk
and Ryabchikov (1968, p. 137-138)1.The T.* of (2b), furthermore,
though basedon Part III calculations, must be quantitatively nearly correct inasmuch as it is consistent,within the limits of uncertainty, with the
direct volume data discussedin Part II. Comparisons of Figures I and 2
also indicates the efiect of pressureon phase equilibria of alkali feldspars.
At 10 kbar and 650oC the difference in composition of the coexisting
See note added in proof.
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Frc. 2. Isobaric-polythermal projection of Gibbs energ)r of mixing surface ol sanidine
solutions at 1 bar. Trace of binodal curve on the surface is shown by a light solid line.
Spinodal curve (dashed line) passes through points of inflection on the isothermal sections
of the surface. All compositions between binodal and spinodal curves are metastable with
respect to difiusion. Reference sfate is mechanical mixture of pure end-member phases at
the stated temperature and 1 bar.

feldsparsis 62.5 mole percent,whereasat 650oCand 1 bar, no two-phase
region exists.
The effect of pressure on the two-phase region is summarized by the
following equations
Z"(oK) : 921.23+ 13.+607
P"(kbar)
:
N:"
*

(3a)
(3b)

Combining (3a) with the values in Table 1 leads to binodal and spi-
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Frc. 3. Activities of (a) NaAlSi:Os and (b) KAlSirOs in sanidine crystalline solutions at
1 bar. Reference states are the pure end-member phases at the stated temperature and 1
bar. Solid circles denote critical ooint.

nodal curves at any given pressure.It should be borne in mind when using
Table 1 to calculate the compositions of coexistingphasesthat the results
can be approximately correct only for highly disordered monoclinic alkali feldspars(as emphasizedin Parts I and III). Goldsmith and Laves
(1961) and more recently Bachinski and Orville (1968, and Bachinski,
1968,written communication)have shown that the critical temperature
of highly Al-Si-ord.ered,,
triclinic feldspars (at 1 atm) may be as much as
200oC higher than that for sanidine. The compositions of internally
equilibrated coexistingfeldspars are likely, therefore, to be different from
those given in Table 1 for the lower temperaturesof geologicinterest.
Cnnurc.rtt PoreNfials
The chemical ootentials mav be written

p r : G- , r ( # )

r,

p,: G+t' (#)".,

(4a)

(4b)
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where

G : N,pi(p, T) + Nrt"i(p,T) -t RT(Nrln ntrri 1[zln .t/) +A*@, T)

(5)

and the superscript o indicates a property of a pure end-member phase at the temperature
and pressure under consideration. Equilibrium relations among the chemical potentials are
shown quantitatively in Figure 4 at 500"C and 1 bar using the elements in their standard
states as a reference state (Robie and Waldbaum, 1968), where:
-

pi:Gi,rr"ror"t-arbite) :

7 g g , 5 7 8c a l m o l e - t

p? : d'rzat"u"iaine): - 808,440 cal mole-t
At complete equilibrium between phases a and B, we must have
Ptd
Pza

:
:

Prp

(6a)

ltz?

(6b)

The compositions of a and B are connected by the horizontal solid Iines in Figure 4a.
Figure 4 illustrates the relations among the chemical potentials derived from (1) for
two-phase exchange equilibria as discussed in Part I. The condition for such an exchange
chemical equilibrium (a partial equilibrium) is that
fl dG\ I
L(*,
)r,lr.r:

tf t/ -dlG \ 1
I
L\6N2./,,Jp,r:

(pz- p')"': (pz- p')a'

t7)

where a' and B' denote phases in exchange equilibrium with each other. The compositions
of two such phases are shown in Figure 4b connected by a horizontal dashed line. In fact,
any horizontal line connecting the compositions of phases having the same value of (pz- p)
satisfies (7), but the conditions for complete equilibrium (6) are only met by the two
compositions connected by the solid horizontal lines in Figures 4a and 4b. That (6) is not
in generai satisfied by compositions that coexist only in exchange equilibrium is shown
clearly by the horizontal dashed lines in Figure 4a which correspond to the single horizontal
dashed line in Figure 4b.
Figure 4b also illustrates another relationship among the chemical potentials that is
satisfied only for coexisting phases in complete equilibrium. We have
Gp - G":

(uzNzB*rrr/frp) :

(I[ze -

Nr")(p, -

( p z N z .* p r l r ' r " )
(8)

pr)

which may also be written, for a constant temperature and pressure, as

_ G,:
Ge
I :::: (:?,) ,,,0,,
r

(ea)

Nz-Ntf

Gp-G": I
r Nz-Nlo

0", -

pt)dN,

(9b)

The area between the horizontal line ro and the abscissa is given by (8). Similarly, from (9),
the area between rstua and the abscissa must also equal (G6-G"), hence
d

(p, -

p r )p , r d N z :

and the two shaded areas in Figure 4b must be equal.

o

(10)
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Tlsr-n 1. Clr,cur.lrnp BrNooc. eNo SplNoper.Porxrs tN rrm Svsteu
NaAISi:OrKAlSigOslt 1 Anr. Tnrsp Veruns Ar,so Appr,v Ar HTGEER
Prrssur.rs FoRTnE Seue Ver.ors or T /T" (T rN oK)
Spinodal

Binodal

T/Tu
Nw
1.0000
0.9999
.999
.995
.990
.98
.97
.96
.95
.94
.93
.92
.90
.88
.86
.84
.82
.80
.78
.75
.70
.6.5
.60
.55
.50

0.3333
.324
.305
.272
.248
.216
.193
.174
.159
.145
- 15+

.r23
.105
.090
.o77
.065
.056
.048
.040
.031
.020

.otz
.0068
.0035
.0016

Nrp

0 .3333
.343
.363
.400
.430
.472
.506
.535
.562
.585
.608
.628
.667

.70r
.733
.762
.789
.813
.836
.866
.908
.940
.9630
.9790
.9891

Nu

0.3333
.328
.3t7
.298
.283
.264
.250
.238
.228
.220
.2t2
.204
.r92
.180
.170
.161
.153
.145
.138
.128
.113
.010
.088
.077
.068

Nrp

0 .3333
.339
.350
.372
.389
.413
.433
.450
.465
.480
.493
.506
.529
.572
.591
.610
.628
.645
.670
.709
. / /J

.778
.808
.836

Digital computer procedures have been developed (Waldbaum, 1966) which make use
of the equal-area relation to solve for the compositions of coexisting phases of a solution
whose excessfunctions have an analytic expression such as (1). The equai-area method is a
considerable improvement over the graphical method used to obtain the points of doubletangency on the Gibbs surface in that coexisting compositions can be obtained accurately
even in a region of neayzero curvature (?=?".i1;",1). However, this method is not readily
adapted to the restricted memory allocations of many time-shared computers and is
economical only if a high-speed machine such as an IBM 7094 is available. We have found,
moreover, that (6a) and (6b) can be solved directly for trflr and.l[2p much more rapidly
and efficiently (even on a relatively small and slow computer) by iterative methods. An
iterative procedure written in a JOSS-type interpretive Ianguage such as CA.I- (Scientific
Data Systems, Inc.) requires only 6 statements compared with approximately 110 arithmetic and logical statements in FORTRAN for the equal-area method. Under some circumstances iterative solutions to equations containing transcendental terms may diverge or
may yield physically impossible results unless the initial trial parameters and subsequent
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!'rc. 4 a) Chemical potentials of KAlSisOs and NaAISirOr at 500"C and 1 bar referred to
the elements in their standard states at the same temperature and pressure. b) Alkali
erchangepolential,px-rrx,(:pz-p1),
for the same P and ?. Binodal and spinodal compositions are shown by dashed vertical lines. Value of p2 at point D denotes &zo;value of p1at
o denotes p1o.

residuals of iteration are closely controlled during the iteration cycle (this is also especially
true in solving equations 12a and 12b) Iror this reason, it is advisable to use the equal-area
method if interactive computer facilities are not available Other useful graphical and
numerical methods for solving for the compositions of coexisting phases have been discussed
by Seltz (1935), Scatchard (1940), and Hala, Pick, Fried, and Vilim (1967). Settz's (1935)
method for crystal-liquid or liquid-vapor equilibria would appear to be readily adaptable
to solution by digital computer.

MBrrrNc Rrlerrows AT ONE ArmospnBnn
TreotmentoJ experimentald.ata.The conditions for equilibrium between a
feldspar (F) and a liquid (L) in this binary system at constant temperature and pressureare
Apr:

t"u, -

l . l r r ':

Lpz:pzr.-/.lzn:0

Thus,

0

(1 1 a )
( 11 b )
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!{1"1w,r" -12(w nr" - w r")IVr"f - Nf,rlw err * 2(w ers- I/ nr nIrr l
")
"
:RIIn

Art o

-ou;

(2a)

*

Nl,"lwo, I 2(w - w r rr")N, - t{lrlw r, I 2(w er, - w er*)N rrf
"
"]
", "
"
Iy'o o

: R r ln
i-

ou; ( 12b)

It is necessaryhere to have as auxiliary data the quantities Aprloand
Ap2"and the mixing parameters of the crystalline solutions as functions of
temperature. The quantities Aproand Ap2"used in these calculations were
r?nn
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Frc. 5. Solidus and liquidus in the system NaAISiaOrKAlSiaOa at 1 atm. Solid lines
denote stable phase boundaries; dashed lines denote phase boundaries metastable with respect to leucite and SiOrrich liquids in the system SiOrNaAlOrKAlOr
Circles denote
congruent melting temperatures of high-albite and sanidine (Waldbaum, 1968) and the incongruent melting temperature of sanidine (1150"C; Schairer, 1950). Vertical bars represent Schairer's (1950) liquidus data.
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obtained from the high-temperature data of Robie and Waldbaum (1968)
for high-albite and sanidine, and the mixing parameters of the crystals
are given by (1). The melting temperature of high-albite is reasonably
well establishedat 1118'C. The metastablecongruent melting temperature of sanidinewas estimatedby Waldbaum (1968) to be 1200*40oC.
Both temperatures are internally consistent with the data of Robie and
Waldbaum.
The principal data used in these calculations are the results of Schairer
(1950)for the NaAISLOa-KAlSiaOa
liquidus. Schairer'sresultsare shown
in Figure 5 as vertical bars indicating the temperature intervals that
bracket the liquidus.Unf ortunatelynodataexistfor th e compositionsof the
crystalscoexistingwith theseliquids, except at the end members and at
the minimum, where the crystal and liquid must have identical compositions. Therefore, only the minimum itself yields sufficient data to apply
equations (12). Schairer's(1950) data give a minimum temperature of
1062.5*3oC and a minimum composition of 33.66f 3.0 mole percent
KAISLO8.
Margules parametersoJ (l{a,K)AlSi.t?a liqwid,s. At the minimum ,\rrr,
:.Nzr, hence to obtain the Margules parametersof the liquid
Wer":

1
D
1
I

Wezr

D

- znx,xll
t1(l'ri- 2t\,,N?)

(13a)

- z.qu,nil
lnrril - 2t-,N:)

(1sb)

where

- oui
A : lWerci 2(Were- trVc,")A',]tl
B : lwerr l2(werr - wcrr)t{rfri- api
D = (t{i- 2r\r,,v;)(ni-zr,ri) - 4(lirliv,)'
Using Schairer's(1950)value of the minimum composition(Arr:0.3366),
we obtain the following valuesfor the liquid phaseat 1335.65"K
W en :

-

2436 cal mole-l)

Wezr:

-

I7I3 cal mole-t,f

(14)

from which the Gibbs energy of mixing of the liquid may be calculated
(Fig. 6b).
Such liquids are not truly binary solutions (they are actually quaternary), but the agreement between the observed and calculated liquidus
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in Figure 5 (discussedbelow) suggeststhat the simple approach used
here is not unreasonablefor liquids in which the only permitted compositionalvariation is in the ratio of Na to K
Inasmuch as crystal-liquid equilibriurn data for only one temperature
are usedto obtain (14), it is notpossibleto obtain apol.vthermalequation
of state for the liquids. I{ence it is necessaryto assumeeither that the
excessentropiesor the excessenthalpiesof mixing in the liquid are zero
in order to use the present results at other temperatures.For reasons
discussedbelow we have assumedthat the excessentropies of mixing
are zero.thus
lf'ntr, :

tr|Icrr. :

-

2+36 cal moie-l\

Wszr :

Wen. :

-

l7l3 c:rl mole-tj

(1s)

phasediagram. With the mixing properties of both crlrstal and
Calcul,ated,
Iiquid expressedin tentative numerical form it is now possibleto compute the Gibbs energiesof mixing of both phasesas a function of temperature. Figure 6 showsthe resultsof calculationsfor 900, 1062.5,1100,
and 1200"C. The compositionsof phases coexisting in equilibrium at
1 1 0 0 o C s, h o w n b y v e r t i c a i d a s h e dl i n e s i n F i g u r e 6 c , a r e 3 . 5 a n d 7 1 . 1
mole percent for the solidus,and 9.0 and 56.8 percent for the liquidus.
Schairer's(1950) data indicated that for a bulk compositionof 9.5 percent, the liquidus is between 1095 and 1100"C. No comparable data
exist on the K-rich side of the minimum since above 1080"C K-rich
feldsparsmelt incongruentll' to two-phase mixtures containing leucite
and a liquid displacedtoward SiOzfrom the feldsparjoin.
The solidus and liquidus may be computed directly from (12), but it
is necessaryto use iterative methods becauseof the transcendentaland
cubic terms in the equations.The results obtained by solving for .\'zr
and ,V27at a given temperatureare summarizedin Table 2 and in Figure
5. The liquidus is in good agreementwith the remainder of Schairer's
data; the solidusis also reasonable,but there are no availabledata with
which to compareit.
Similar computations were carried out by assumingthe enthalpy of
mixing to be zero,and that the excessGibbs energyis due entirely to the
excessentropy of mixing. The excessGibbs energy of the liquids is, in
fact, probably some combination of both, but the assumption of zero
excessentropy f ields a Iiquidus which is in better agreementwith that
of Schairer.
The above assumptioncan be tested in a number of ways-the most
obviousbeing a determinationof the compositionsof feldsparscoexisting
with Iiquids in experimentssuch as Schairer's(1950). This would permit
study of the temperature variation of the excessparameters over a
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SOLLIT'ION II'

Tesr-r 2. CelculerBo Sor-rnus enl Lrquttus tN mr Svsteu NaAISi:OrKAlSirOs
AT 1 ArM. Born Sor,rtus exo Ltqurous oN run K-Srns or rnn Mllnruu
AnB Mnrasreel-E wrrn Rnsprcr ro LrucnB ,r.llo a. Srr-rca-Rrcn LrQuro
AsovE 1080oC (Scrunnn, 1950).
Solidus

Liquidus
lV 2F

1200
1190
1180
tt70
1160
1150
1140
1130
1t20
1110
1100
1090
1085
1080
1075
1070
1065
1063
1062.5

0 000
.947
.898
.8s3
810
.7(.8
721
.687
.648
608
.568
526
.504
490
455
426
386
.358
.3366

N:r.

0.000
978
.954
.930
904
.877
849
819
.787
0 041
.090
139
164
.190
.ztt

248
287
31.5
3366

/.)t

71r
.664
.634
.604
.567
..518
M4
.38.5
3366

0.014
035
o62
.080
.101
t29
t67
.232
.288
3366

temperature interval of only 70o, but the fact that liquids of feldspar
compositionare able to persist as giassesfor long periods of time, even
at high temperatures,suggeststhat metastable exchangeequilibria in
this system might be studied to advantage at lo'"ver temperatures.
Goldsmith and Laves (1961) have shown, in fact, that rnixtures of
crystalline feldspars and glassesexchangealkalis readily between 800
and 1000oC.It should be possible,therefore,to make use of the exchange
equilibrium relations in (7) to determine Margules parameters of the
liquids. (The phasesa' and 0' ma-y be thought of here as crystal and
iiquid, respectively.)This can be visualizedgraphically in Figure 6a by
drawing parallel tangents to the two curves (Part I, Fig. 1a). The compositionscorrespondingto pairs of parallel tangents at 900oCare shown
in Figure 7 (which showsthe closeanalogy to a simple ternary reciprocal
exchangesystem; see also Mueller, 1964). Experimental studies of this
type can probably be extended to 500 or 600oCwhere the alkali diffusion
rates are still large enough to achieve equilibrium within a reasonable
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period of time, and thus yield a substantially greater temperature interval for determining Wnt andWsz.
For-oseen-Jelono-Quanrz E eurLrBRrA
The calculationsabove can be extendedto systemsof more components
provided the equations of state of the other phases are known, and the
feldsparsare such that they can be representedadequately by (1). A
simple extension is to the system NaAlOrKAlO2-SiO, which includes
such additional phasesas quartz, coesite,jadeite, nepheline,and leucite.
Although phase equilibria in the binary system SiOrNaAlO2 have been
the subject of numerous experimental studies (Kracek, Neuvonen, and
Burley, 1951; Robertson, Birch, and MacDonald, 1957; Birch and
LeComte, 1960; Bell, 1964; Hlabse and Kleppa, 1968; Boettcher and
Wyllie, 1968; and Newton and Kennedy, 1968),the effect of the KAlSisOe
component on the equilibria between alkali feldspars,jadeite, and quartz
has not yet been investigated in detail. Sufficient thermodynamic data
are now at hand, however, to make preliminary calculations of these
equilibria.
Thermod,ynami,c
relations. The equilibrium condition at constant temperature and pressure for the assemblagequartz-alkali feld.spar-jad.eite
may be obtained by considering the following stoichiometric relation
among the componentsof the phases
NaAlSiaOg- SiO, - NaAlSi2Ou: g

(16)

hencelet us define
A/rr =

/rnuetsi3os,F

-

psioz,e -

pNaAlsi2o6,t

07)

which must be zero at equilibrium. Let
Alri = lri" - p!,or,q - /.r$aersirro,,

(18)

We also have
lllF,mix:Prn-i-lir

(19a)

: RZ ln l{t I WerN',+ Z(Wn, - W(;i,NLI{?, (1eb)
where the subscripts I and 2 denote the feldspar components, as abovel
F is feldspar, Q is quartz, and J is jadeite. Combining (17), (18), and
(19a),and becauseqtartz and jadeite irrepure substancesin this system,
we have

apr:

ap?* prr',-i* : o

( r 7a )

I) R WALDBAUM AND J. B. THOMPSON, JR

tz - jodeite-K-rich feldspor

--l

I

( b ) o l * o l if e l d s p o r
NoAlSi.Ot

J +

Nz*

F'rc. 8. (a) Pressure-temperature relations lor rluarlz-olkali Jeldspar-jaileife equilibria.
(b) Pressure-compositionrelations at T:Tr
Compare Robertson, Birch, and MacDonald
(19.57,p. 134). Equilibria shown are isothermal and for bulk compositions along the line
NaAISLOTKAISi:Oa. Two-phase quartz-jad.eh,e
tielines appear as points along the NaAlSiaOsedge of the diagram.

When the feldsparis pure NaAISirOswe have
Ap,:Api:9

(17b)

as the equilibrium condition along the curve for the simpler system
SiOTNaAIOzas determined b1,-Birch and LeComte (1960) and others.
Let us no\l' consider the variation of the chemical potential of
NaAlSiaOsin sanidineswith composition at a given pressure,P1, and
temperature, Ty a.t which quartz, jadeite, and alkali feldspar are in
equilibrium. For any feldspar outside the two-feldsparfield, other than
o n e t h a t i s p u r e N a A I S f u O 3w, e m u s t h a v e p r ( p r o , h e n c e& l F , m i<x0 ( F i g .
4a). Hencefrom (17a)it follows that
o-

Apr)U

(20)

for such alkali feldsparsin equilibrium with jadeite and quartz. Since
ASro)0, ?1 must be less than the temperature of the qwartz-alb'ite-jadeite
curve for the K-free system at Pr (Fig.8a) in order to satisfy (20). This
is alsoillustrated in Figure 9d for potassium-richfeldsparsin equilibrium
with jadeite and quartz, and in Figure 9c where the feldspar in equilibrium with jadeite and quartz is nearly pure albite. Similarly, since
A Z r " ) 0 , P 1 m u s t b e g r e a t e r t h a n t h e p r e s s u r eP z o l t h e c u r v e f o r t h e
K-free s-v-stem
at Ty as shown schematically in Figures 8a and 8b.
Therefore, to determine points on the quartz-alkoli feld,spar-jad,eite
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si0,

NoAl5i206

t29l

SiO,

Frc. 9 Calculated isothermal-isobaric composition phase relations in the silica-rich
portion of the system SiOTNaAIOTKAIOz at 20 kbar. Pure albite is in equilibrium with
jadeite and qtartz at 738'C at this pressure.

equilibrium in P-T-l{ze space,wemay compute the effect of pressure on
Ay4o,at 21, from

f "ooul.: Jfp z"ffi",a,

(2r)

Jp,

Neglecting the thermal expansionsand compressibilitiesof the phaseswe
may regard ATro as constant and not significantly different from its
value at 1 atmosphereand 298.15oK.Noting from (17b) that Ap't"atP2
and Z1 must be zero, we have at P1 and Ty

nf,: tTi(P, - P,)

(22)

The equilibrium condition may then be written
,rrr,mix+AT?er-Pr):O

(17c)
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which may be solveddirectly for P,T, or lfzr given anv two of the variables.
In the computations that follow, Z was selectedas the dependent
variable. Recalling that
We:WnlPWv-Tllls

(23)

and assuming that the equilibrium curve for the K-free system is linear
in P-T coordinatesabove 400oC (although this should not be strictly
true when the efiects of compressibility, thermal expansion, heat capacity, and Al-Si ordering are taken in account), we may then write

Pz:

Po+ T{dP/dT)A^r

( )L\

where Po is the (extrapolated) equilibrium pressure at absolute zero.
Combining (17c), (19b), (23), and (24), we obtain
T-

wl{zn rfw n - w ozI p lwv, - wr,)] - (w nt I p,w v,)] - (p, - p0)47:
NZIZN,(w
s, - w sz)- w s,] - ^Vi@p/dr)'eor f R tn y'trr

Temperature-compositionphase relations. From the data of Birch and
LeComte (1960), Bell (1964), and Robie and Waldbaum (1968) we obtain Pu: -920 bars; (dP/dT)"a^I:20.684 bar deg-l; A71':0.40706 cal
bar-1 mole-r (at 298oK and 1 atm) for the quartz-albi,te-jadeite
eq:uilibrium in the system SiOr-NaAlOr. Using these data with (25) and the
Margules parameters in (1) we may calculate tentative feldspar compositions for the quartz-alkalifeldspar-jadeiteequilibrium at any pressure
sure and temperature where quartz and jadeite are more stable than
pure Na-feldspar. Isobaric temperature-compositiondiagrams are shown
in Figure 10 for 16, 20, 26.t1, and 32 kbar. The isothermal, isobaric
composition diagrams in Figure 9 show (quantitatively) the calculated
ternary relations in the silica-rich part of the system SiO2-KAlOrNaAlO, for four temperaturesat 20 kbar.
Seki and Kennedy (1964) studied the behavior of an orthoclase (approximately 73 mole percent KAlSi3O8)in a piston-cylinder apparatus in
the range 700 to 1000'C and 20 to 40 kbar. The orthoclasewas converted
to a mixture of jadeite, quartz, and a more K-rich feldspar (92+ 3 mole/6)
at 25 kbar and 730'C. The product feldsparformed in anotherexperiment
on the same starting material at 24 kbar and 600oC had a composition
of 95*3 mole percent KAISLOs. Equations (1) and (25) give 94.9 mole
percent at 25 kbar and 730oC,and 98.4 mole percent at 24 kbar and
600oC,which are in reasonableagreement with the data of Seki and
Kennedy (bearing in mind that our calculationshave tacitly assumed
that the alkali feldspars in this range are highly disordered sanidines,
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Frc. 10. Isobaric temperature-composition phase relations along the join NaAlSisOsKAISLO8 in the system NaAIOTKAIOz-SiOz at 16, 20, 26.11, and 32 kbar. Dashed lines
represent metastable or unstable phase boundaries and spinodal curves' Equilibrium relations with coesite are shown only at 32 kbar, and melting relations have been omitted (see
Fig. 11).
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which may not be so). A more detailed experimental investigation would
be desirable, and would provide direct data on the quantity (prr-lrrro)
which is needed to obtain more accurate estimates of the mixing properties of the feldspars involved.
The compositions of coexisting feldspars are also shown in Figures 9
and 10. The four-phase equilibrium representing the intersection of the
alkali f eldsparbinodal surface with the P-T-l{zF surf acefor alkali feldspar
coexisting with quartz and jadeite, can be calculated by simultaneous
solution of (17) and the additional equilibrium conditions (6), or determined graphically by interpolation (the simplest method). This
four-phase equilibrium is a univariant line in a. P-T projection. It
occurs at somewhat higher pressuresand lower temperatures than the
three-phaseequilibrium for the K-free system as shown in Figure 11,
and becomespractically indistinguishable from the 3-phase equilibrium
for the K-free system at lower pressureand temperature.
At 999.5"C and 26.11 kbar the calculatedfour-phaseequilibrium intersectsthe line of critical solution and terminatesthere at a critical endpoint at which the phases present are quartz, a critical feldspar, and
jadeite. At higher pressuresthe line of critical solution is metastable
(Figures 10 and 11). The critical end-point may be obtained directly
f r o m ( 3 a ) ,( 3 b ) ,a n d ( 2 5 ) .
Mineral, Jacies. The system SiOr-AlrO3-NaAlOrKAlO2-H2O is a useful
one for consideringmany of the variations in mineral faciesobservedin
pelitic schists (Thompson, 1961). The equilibria discussedabove, combined with recent experimental results on the polymorphism of the
aluminum silicates,on the phasesof silica,and on melting relationsin the
sub-systemSiOrNaAlOz-KAIO2enableus now to constructa preliminary
P-T diagram for the equilibria among the anhydrous phasesin the silicarich portion of this model system.
Key equilibria affecting qrartz-bearing phase assemblagesin the
system SiO2-Al2O3-NaAlOrKAlO2are shown in Figure 12. For the hydrous systemtheseare the equilibria that are observedin the limit where
the activity of HzO in the fluid phase approacheszero. The diagrams in
Figure 12 show schematically the compositions of phases coexisting
with quartz, as projected through SiOzonto the plane ALOa-NaAISiaOsKAISLOs for the various pressure-temperaturefields. (Compare with
Figures7 and 8 of Thompson, 1961.)
It must be borne in mind, however,that the relationsshown in Figure
12 are, in most real assemblages,
complicatedby the presenceof other
components in certain of the phases. The fields of stability of jadeitic
pvroxenescontaining componentssuch as NaFeSi2O6,CaMgSi2O6,and

t29S
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CaFeSizOo,and coexisting with quartz and al,kali-leldspar,will be somewhat more extensivethan shown in Figure 12. The presenceof the component caAlzSizoain a feldspar,however,must force the pertinent equiiibria the other way unlesscounterbalancedby a comparablecontent of
CaAlzSiOoin the jadeitic pyroxene' in which case the net effect is un-
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Frc. 12. stability relations among jadeite, alkali feldspar, quartz, coesite, andalusite
(A)' kyanite (K), and sillimanite (s). The ondalusite-kyanite-sill,imnnite invariant point
is
shown here as at 575 + 15"c and 4.5 *0.3 kbar based on the data of Newton (1966), Holm
and Kleppa (1966), and Richardson, Bell, and Gilbert (1968).
euartz-trid.ytnite equilibrium
curve and minimum melting temperature (960"c) in the silica-rich portion of the system
SiorNaAlorKAloz
at I bar after Tuttle and Bowen (1958). Anhydrous minimum melting
curve assumed to have approximately the same slope as melting curve of pure albite (Fig.
l1). Schematic isothermal-isobaric sections refer only to quartz-bearing assemblages.
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certain. It must also be emphasized that all of the equilibria, experimental or calculated, in Figure 12 are tentative and that they should be
revised as new data appears. One important area in which further data
are neededis on the effect of Al-Si ordering on the equations of state for
alkali feldspars.
Note added in proof : In a more recent paper just receivedby us, Perchuk
and Andrianova (1968, Thermodynamic equilibria of alkali feldspars
(K, Na)AlSirOs with aqueous (K, Na)Cl solutions from 500-700oC and
Imestigations oJ
2000-1000bars pressure.In Experimental and Theoretical,
Mineral' Equil,ibria, Izd.-vo "Nauka," Moscow, p- 37-72) consider explicitly the effect of excessvolume on the mixing properties of sanidine.
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